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Choosing your field of pursuit is
paramount; it shapes your career,
passions, and life. It's not just about
skills but aligning with what truly fulfills
you, guiding your future
opportunities and happiness. This
decision sets the course for your
future, impacting your opportunities,
growth, and overall happiness. 

In the same light, Geek Room
organized Geek Insights, where
students were guided through
various fields one can pursue within a
B.Tech degree, including AI, web
development, Android development,
and more. Just like in life, the choice
of field sets the trajectory for your
career and personal growth.

We delved into each tech field to
provide a comprehensive
understanding of their significance
and potential. 
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03. app development

Our event commenced with a
comprehensive exploration of web
development, featuring speakers Tanmay
Arora and Aditya Pratap. They shared
profound insights into the intricacies of
front-end and back-end development,
emphasizing the importance of user-
centric design and seamless functionality. 

During our discussion on app development,
speakers Krishna and Arnav Kohli delved
into various aspects of the field. They
covered topics such as conceptualization,
user interface design. Their insights
provided attendees with valuable guidance
on navigating the complexities of app
development.
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During this session, speakers Yash Mathur
and Harsh Mahajan not only discussed the
significance of open-source technology but
also provided practical guidance on how to
get involved. They shared insights on how to
open-source projects and effectively
contribute on platforms like GitHub. 

Concluding our event, speakers Vedant
Nagwanshi and Mayank Mahajan led a
session on Data Structures and Algorithms
(DSA), highlighting their importance in
software development and problem-solving.
They also introduced platforms like
LeetCode and HackerRank, where
attendees can sharpen their skills and
compete in coding challenges.

04. ai and ml

Our event progressed with discussions on
AI and machine learning led by speakers
Manas Chopra and Archit Kohli. They
highlighted the latest advancements and
real-world applications, providing insights
into machine learning algorithms, data
analysis, and ethical considerations. 
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Faculty coordinator
Mrs Rinky Dwivedi 

co - founders
Arnav Gupta
Pratham Batra
Manas Chopra

Speakers
Tanmay Arora
Aditya Pratap Singh
Krishna
Arnav Kohli 
Manas Chopra 
Archit Kohli
Yash Mathur
Harsh Mahajan
Vedant Nagwanshi
Mayank Mahajan
Arnav Gupta

Event Coordinators
Suhani Nagpal
Garima Gupta
Vibhor Aggarwal
Rudra Pratap
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